
For more information, visit
www.vkintsys.com/smartak

SmarTak™ is an advanced weapon system design 

for real-time "battlespace awareness." Installs in 

under 60 seconds and transmits location, 

orientation and status of the weapon.
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VK Integrated Systems
SmarTak            SIOS-C11B

The VKIS SIOS-C11B models serve as a drop-in MIL-SPEC 

replacement buttstock for rifles using an AR-15 type 

MIL-SPEC sized receiver extension tube. The 9-DOF IMU 

and GPS inside the stock communicate to an Android 

device, passing location, orientation, and status to everyone 

in the group.

SmarTak™ Integrated Overmatch Stock (SIOS) is a line of 

rifle stocks with SmarTak™ inside. The SmarTak enabled 

SIOS-C11B is an enhanced buttstock with electronics, 

capable of analyzing user motion and transmitting to an 

Android device. SIOS-C11B is suitable for work in the field 

or training, offering the benefits of elegantly simple design 

features and ergonomic curves.
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Power charging port
USB Type C

Integrated electronics
9-DOF IMU

Features include Rear push-button QD swivel sling mount 

accommodates up to 1.5" swivels (ambidextrous). Length of 

pull 14.10 in. (extended) and 10.80 in. (collapsed). With QD 

sling mounts accept any push-button sling swivel and an 

ergonomic pull tab that allows for quick deliberate action 

while preventing snags and unintentional activation.

GPS/INS, Data-link,
Battery



Advanced sensors capture real-time telemetry and 

increase situational awareness. The status of the 

weapon is continuously monitored and transmitted 

to your team for full weapon orientation and 

Geolocation support.

Price   $399.99

Electronics  Yes

Platform  AR15, M4, AR10,
   M110, SR25

Compatibility  MIL-SPEC receiver
   extension

Weight   16.16 oz.

Length   7.00 in.

Width   2.73 in.

Color   Black

Sensors  9-DOF IMU
   GPS w/ 2m CEP
   Shot detection

Capture  Shot count
   Rifle orientation
   Maintenance log

Data-link  900MHz mesh net
   Bluetooth

Battery Capacity 7000mAh

Battery Life  Up to 24 hours

Charge Interface USB Type C

Environment  Ip67 rated

App Support  InForce

Accessories   USB charger
   USB-C cable
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